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 Section 6- My 4-H Year Story- Interm/Senior
                                             
Describe your year in 4-H.  (Suggestions to consider:  What did you like?  What went well?  What did you learn?  What will you apply to your life?  What challenges did you experience?  How was your year important to you?)
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	TextField3: 2015
	TextField1: Jane Deere
	TextField2:        As I get older, I get more involved with other activities. This year my 4-H projects were not always my priority, which made it difficult to complete them well. I learned that it is better to spend a little bit of time on each project through out the year to complete all of my goals rather than trying to do it all in one week. My projects suffered. I am grateful for my parents who helped my  through this experience, and am thankful they let me learn this lesson the hard way.            My breeding beef project was by far my favorite project, however it was also the most costly and difficult. I put a lot of time and money into learning how to AI cattle. It was well worth it. I will use my gained knowledge and skill in the future. It will not only benefit me from a personal stand point, but also from a financial stand point. I can save money in the future because I wont have to hire an AI tech, and I can hire myself out as an AI tech to earn more money. It will take a few years to earn enough money to cover the cost of the class, but I believe it was a great business decision.      ......



